
QUADRUPLETS UNITE: MOTHER’S WORDS ARE LAW! 

Chapter 1138 Let’s See Who Is Better at Racing on the Sea 

 

Emmeline did not like crowded places, so she held 

hands with Abel and walked along the beach towards 

a more secluded area. 

 

Fewer people were there, but a few couples played 

beach volleyball. 

 

Abel asked Emmeline, "Darling, do you want to play?" 

 

Emmeline turned her head and looked to the side, 

remaining silent. 

 

Following her gaze, Abel saw that she was captivated 

by the motorboats on the water. 

 

He remembered that she loved high-speed activities. 

 

Like racing cars. 
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Wouldn't she be interested in riding a motorboat right 

now? 

 

"Do you want to play with this?" Abel asked. 

 

"Of course!" Emmeline exclaimed with excitement. 

 

Just a moment ago, she could not open her eyes 

because she woke up early, but now she was good. 

 

"Then let's play!" Abel took her small hand and 

walked over. 

 

A few young motorboat coaches were patiently 

explaining to the tourists. 

 

"Should we ride together or separately?" Abel asked 

Emmeline. 

 



"Separately." Emmeline smiled, "You won't be able to 

catch up with me! 

 

"Are you sure?" Abel smirked, his eyes filled with 

provocation. 

 

"I know you must have been trained for this." 

Emmeline said, "But don't forget, I spent four years on 

Adelmar Island." 

 

She narrowed her peach blossom eyes proudly, with 

a challenging expression, "I am certified!" 

 

"Funny." Abel scoffed, "I also got the license!" 

 

"You have a driver's license, too?" Emmeline asked in 

surprise. 

 

"Is that so surprising?" Abel chuckled, "I got the 

license after professional training." 



 

"Cut the crap." Emmeline said, "Let's see who's better 

on the water!" 

 

"Let's see!" Abel turned and walked towards the 

coach. 

 

The coach was a handsome young guy with wheat-

colored healthy skin and deep, dark eyes. 

 

Seeing Abel and then looking at Emmeline behind 

him, the young man showed astonishment. 

 

Are these two angels? 

 

The man is too handsome, and the woman is too 

beautiful! 

 

The young man felt like dreaming to see such a 

beautiful lady and handsome man. 



 

The young man pinched his arm and winced in pain. 

 

It was not a dream! 

 

He turned his head to look at Emmeline behind Abel, 

indicating that he would be happy to serve her. 

 

Abel told him, "Rent two motorcycles. No need for a 

guide." 

 

No need for a guide? 

 

The young man was surprised again. 

 

Emmeline also spoke, "I have a driver's license, and 

so does my husband." 

 

The coach automatically ignored the driver's license 

part and focused on the words "my husband." 



 

A disappointed expression appeared on his 

handsome face. 

 

"So both of you can drive?" The young man looked at 

them again. 

 

They wore shorts, t-shirts, and beach sneakers, so 

their outfit was not a problem. 

 

"Hmm!" 

 

"Hmm!" 

 

Abel and Emmeline nodded at the same time. 

 

"Tell me the first step." The young man turned his 

gentle gaze towards Emmeline. 

 

"Insert the key into the motorcycle, put the key ring on 



the right hand, ignite, and start," Emmeline answered. 

 

"Explain the precautions for high-speed driving." the 

young man asked Abel with a serious face. 

 

"Avoid sharp turns during high-speed driving, and 

maintain the balance between the body and the 

motorcycle to prevent accidents," Abel replied. 

 

"Alright then." The young man handed them two keys 

and said, "Put on life jackets and come over here." 

 

He pointed to the two blue and white motorcycles on 

the beach. 

 

Emmeline and Abel were excited and locked their 

belongings in the nearby storage box, with the keys 

tied to their wrists. 

 

After putting on the yellow life jackets, they 



exchanged glances, and each got on a motorcycle. 

 

"Go for it!" Emmeline winked at Abel. 

 

"Wait until I win you over!" Abel also winked at 

Emmeline. 

 

The two understood each other without saying a 

word, one feeling proud and the other feeling shy. 

 

Then they inserted their keys and started the engines. 

 

The motorboats roared as they left the shore and 

drove into the sea. 

 

The water around Golden Island was clear and blue. 

Those with good eyesight could see several tens of 

meters underwater. 

 

The two motorboats were like wild horses, galloping 



freely on the blue sea under the clear sky. 

 

Water splashes hit their bodies as they sped along, 

making them delightfully scream. 

 

Their mood was simply exhilarating! 
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